
UNLEASH ITS TRUE POTENTIAL

No matter what kind, type or
size of vehicle you own or run,

Black Code can absolutely,
positively make it perform better!

TM

The Alloy Wheel Refinishing Co.



OUR WARRANTY
Is you vehicle in warranty? Not a problem  
with Black Code. Your peace of mind is top 
of our agenda.
As a measure of our commitment 
to strengthening the Black Code 
service offering a customer 
warranty is completed on all 
software upgrades to ensure  
total peace of mind.

The warranty provides not only a guarantee of repair in 
the unlikely event of a breakdown after installation but 
will also cover for the vehicle if customers have a dispute 
regarding the vehicles manufacturer warranty.

Full details can be found at www.black-code.co.uk

GUARANTEE
At Black Code, we want you, the Customer to 
feel comfortable with your purchase and we 
want to express that in a positive way by giving 
a 14-day money back guarantee.
In the event that you are dissatisfied with the 
installation of our product in your vehicle, then please 
notify us in writing within 14 days from the date  
of purchase and we will arrange 
to remove the product at no 
charge and reinstate the original 
factory settings. 

In addition to this, all software 
upgrades include a lifetime 
warranty for as long as you own 
the vehicle.

MONEYBACK
GUARANTEE

14 DAY



Black Code Limited
info@black-code.co.uk | 0845 643 6898      

www.black-code.co.uk

ABOUT US
Black Code are probably the best specialist vehicle
tuners in the business.
We are, modesty aside, nationally recognised as the UK’s leading
authority on vehicle tuning and ECU re-mapping.

Unlike many competitors Black Code software is custom written
in-house in the UK, with information taken from your individual
vehicle and can be designed at your request to provide more
power, better economy or a perfect blend of both.

All upgrades are undertaken by fully trained factory technicians
ensuring the safest, most reliable and efficient upgrades.

And this is all coupled with our unique warranty back up program
that ensures your manufacturers warranty is never affected.

When selecting Black Code Vehicle re-mapping you instantly become
part of the family, and you and your vehicle will receive our knowledge,
tuning expertise and our high standard of customer service delivered
throughout our national network of trained Technicians.

THE BLACK CODE CUSTOMER CHARTER
Reliability: We use state of the art bespoke equipment to
eradicate the risk of failure.

High Quality: The equipment used is the most advanced of its
kind within the industry.

Exclusivity: We provide cutting edge technology that competitors
cannot match.

Results: We give provable results and figures.

Honesty: and if we can’t improve your vehicle we won’t agree
to do the job.

Accuracy: Our re-maps are custom written by our own
in house experts.

Guarantee: We guarantee results with our 100% no quibble
refund policy.

WHAT IS VEHICLE RE-MAPPING?
How does re-mapping your vehicle benefit you?
We know that “ECU re-mapping” probably sounds unbelievably 
complicated and whilst it is an extremely advanced technology,  
the principal is actually incredibly simple.

It is just the modern day equivalent of tuning your engine.

All vehicle’s manufactured since 1999 are controlled by an 
onboard computer, which is known as the Engine Control Unit 
(ECU). The ECU controls a multitude of different engine functions 
such as ignition timing, fuelling and boost pressure.

Within this computer a file stores the manufacturers settings that 
have been fixed to allow for build tolerances into their engines 
and to comply with emission targets, cope with sub-standard 
fuels found in some countries, operate in areas with extreme 
environments and allow for some owners irregular service 
standards and intervals.

By optimising these parameter settings in this file, Black Code 
can make your vehicle more responsive, increasing power and 
also improving fuel efficiency.

Black Code Vehicle re-mapping software can be applied 
to cars, vans, motorbikes, trucks & more.

HOW IS RE-MAPPING DONE?
The process actually as simple as 1, 2, 3...
1.  Our mobile technician comes to your location or you can visit

a Black Code approved centre. They download a copy of the
unique existing file on your car’s ECU.

2.  This file is then immediately uploaded to the Black Code
Head Office where a personalised upgrade is developed for
your individual vehicle and specification.

3.  Within the hour, the re-mapped file is sent back to the
Technician and uploaded back onto your vehicles ECU.

It’s as simple as that. No visible modification is made to the 
vehicle and you can immediately feel the benefit.

So, it doesn’t matter whether you are considering re-mapping 
your vehicle to money by improving the fuel efficiency  
or if you want to make your vehicle more powerful  
and responsive…

Black Code can simply and quickly optimise the settings to make 
this a reality.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Where is it done?
Our service can be achieved completely mobile enabling us to 
carry out the process at a time and location convenient to you. 
Alternatively, if it is more suitable, you would be more than 
welcome to drop your vehicle to one of our professional  
Black Code approved centres.

How long will it take?
The processs usually takes about two hours from start to finish, 
however, we endeavour to be as flexible as possible to fit in with 
your availability and can often find alternative options that can 
reduce this time further where necessary.

Is re-mapping the same as chipping?
Chipping is an older version of what re-mapping is today, which 
involved the ECU being physically opened and replacing the main 
microchip with a modified microchip. Our far more advanced 
methods mean that there is now no need to open the ECU,  
risking potential damage and failure.

Do Black Code use generic files?
Unlike many competitors Black Code software is custom written 
in-house in the UK, with information taken from your individual 
vehicle and can be designed at your request to provide more 
power, better economy or a perfect blend of both. We NEVER use 
generic, third party or off the shelf software.

Will a Black Code re-map shorten an engines 
life expectancy? 
The simple answer is no; Black Code optimise the parameters 
within the ECU without exceeding the limits of the vehicles engine.

Can the original settings be re-installed?
Black Code always backs up the original file on to our off site 
secure server so that the original file can be loaded back onto  
the vehicle at any time. 

Can a re-map be detected by a dealer servicing 
the vehicle? 
The dealer cannot determine that the ECU has been modified 
with their equipment as our software is designed to be  
non-detectable. Should the dealer accidentally overwrite our 
upgrade we will happily provide another software upgrade 
completely FREE of charge.

In some circumstances a car dealership may re-flash the ECU 
on a vehicle to upload the latest software. If this happens our 
modified file is 
overwritten.  
So all you do is call  
your  local technician 
and they will re-install 
your optimised  
software completely  
FREE of charge.

* A small administration 

charge may be applied in

certain circumstances.

OUR WARRANTY
Is you vehicle in warranty? Not a problem
with Black Code. Your peace of mind is top
of our agenda.
As a measure of our commitment
to strengthening the Black Code
service offering a customer
warranty is completed on all
software upgrades to ensure
total peace of mind.

The warranty provides not only a guarantee of repair in
the unlikely event of a breakdown after installation but
will also cover for the vehicle if customers have a dispute
regarding the vehicles manufacturer warranty.

Full details can be found at www.black-code.co.uk

GUARANTEE
At Black Code, we want you, the Customer to
feel comfortable with your purchase and we
want to express that in a positive way by giving
a 14-day money back guarantee.
In the event that you are dissatisfied with the
installation of our product in your vehicle, then please
notify us in writing within 14 days from the date
of purchase and we will arrange
to remove the product at no
charge and reinstate the original
factory settings.

In addition to this, all software
upgrades include a lifetime
warranty for as long as you own
the vehicle.

No matter what you drive, how often you drive it,
or what you use it for Black Code can make your vehicle…

UP TO 35% MORE POWERFUL…
UP TO 15% MORE FUEL EFFICIENT…
AND MORE ENJOYABLE TO DRIVE…
We know that these are strong statements for us to make…
But, they are true, and totally provable, well documented
facts, nevertheless.

And we’re so confident that our products and services deliver
time after time, that we provide every customer with a 100%
no quibble, cast iron, money back guarantee.

If you don’t immediately see the savings, if you can’t instantly
feel the extra power or aren’t completely satisfied in any way,
we will refund your investment in full.

So, if you would like to embrace possibly the most important
breakthrough the automotive industry has experienced
in decades then let Black Code inject a new lease of life into
your vehicle so you can enjoy its full potential.

Black Code Limited
info@black-code.co.uk 

www.black-code.co.uk

PERFORMANCE

ECONOMY 

more power & 
increased torque  35% UP

TO

better fuel economy
Lower CO2 emissions15% UP

TO
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MONEYBACK
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Please double check
the business card slits
are large enough.
The cards used are
a standard 85 x55mm.
The positioning should
cover the logo
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tuners in the business.
We are, modesty aside, nationally recognised as the UK’s leading 
authority on vehicle tuning and ECU re-mapping.

Unlike many competitors Black Code software is custom written 
in-house in the UK, with information taken from your individual 
vehicle and can be designed at your request to provide more 
power, better economy or a perfect blend of both.

All upgrades are undertaken by fully trained factory technicians 
ensuring the safest, most reliable and efficient upgrades.

And this is all coupled with our unique warranty back up program 
that ensures your manufacturers warranty is never affected.

When selecting Black Code Vehicle re-mapping you instantly become  
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Results: We give provable results and figures.
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to do the job.

Accuracy: Our re-maps are custom written by our own 
in house experts.

Guarantee: We guarantee results with our 100% no quibble 
refund policy.

WHAT IS VEHICLE RE-MAPPING?
How does re-mapping your vehicle benefit you?
We know that “ECU re-mapping” probably sounds unbelievably
complicated and whilst it is an extremely advanced technology,
the principal is actually incredibly simple.

It is just the modern day equivalent of tuning your engine.

All vehicle’s manufactured since 1999 are controlled by an
onboard computer, which is known as the Engine Control Unit
(ECU). The ECU controls a multitude of different engine functions
such as ignition timing, fuelling and boost pressure.

Within this computer a file stores the manufacturers settings that
have been fixed to allow for build tolerances into their engines
and to comply with emission targets, cope with sub-standard
fuels found in some countries, operate in areas with extreme
environments and allow for some owners irregular service
standards and intervals.

By optimising these parameter settings in this file, Black Code
can make your vehicle more responsive, increasing power and
also improving fuel efficiency.

Black Code Vehicle re-mapping software can be applied
to cars, vans, motorbikes, trucks & more.

HOW IS RE-MAPPING DONE?
The process actually as simple as 1, 2, 3...
1. Our mobile technician comes to your location or you can visit

a Black Code approved centre. They download a copy of the
unique existing file on your car’s ECU.

2. This file is then immediately uploaded to the Black Code
Head Office where a personalised upgrade is developed for
your individual vehicle and specification.

3. Within the hour, the re-mapped file is sent back to the
Technician and uploaded back onto your vehicles ECU.

It’s as simple as that. No visible modification is made to the
vehicle and you can immediately feel the benefit.

So, it doesn’t matter whether you are considering re-mapping
your vehicle to money by improving the fuel efficiency
or if you want to make your vehicle more powerful
and responsive…

Black Code can simply and quickly optimise the settings to make
this a reality.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Where is it done?
Our service can be achieved completely mobile enabling us to
carry out the process at a time and location convenient to you.
Alternatively, if it is more suitable, you would be more than
welcome to drop your vehicle to one of our professional
Black Code approved centres.

How long will it take?
The processs usually takes about two hours from start to finish,
however, we endeavour to be as flexible as possible to fit in with
your availability and can often find alternative options that can
reduce this time further where necessary.

Is re-mapping the same as chipping?
Chipping is an older version of what re-mapping is today, which
involved the ECU being physically opened and replacing the main
microchip with a modified microchip. Our far more advanced
methods mean that there is now no need to open the ECU,
risking potential damage and failure.

Do Black Code use generic files?
Unlike many competitors Black Code software is custom written
in-house in the UK, with information taken from your individual
vehicle and can be designed at your request to provide more
power, better economy or a perfect blend of both. We NEVER use
generic, third party or off the shelf software.

Will a Black Code re-map shorten an engines
life expectancy?
The simple answer is no; Black Code optimise the parameters
within the ECU without exceeding the limits of the vehicles engine.

Can the original settings be re-installed?
Black Code always backs up the original file on to our off site
secure server so that the original file can be loaded back onto
the vehicle at any time.

Can a re-map be detected by a dealer servicing
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The dealer cannot determine that the ECU has been modified
with their equipment as our software is designed to be
non-detectable. Should the dealer accidentally overwrite our
upgrade we will happily provide another software upgrade
completely FREE of charge.

In some circumstances a car dealership may re-flash the ECU
on a vehicle to upload the latest software. If this happens our
modified file is
overwritten.
So all you do is call
your local technician
and they will re-install
your optimised
software completely
FREE of charge.

*A small administration

charge may be applied in

certain circumstances.

OUR WARRANTY
Is you vehicle in warranty? Not a problem
with Black Code. Your peace of mind is top
of our agenda.
As a measure of our commitment
to strengthening the Black Code
service offering a customer
warranty is completed on all
software upgrades to ensure
total peace of mind.

The warranty provides not only a guarantee of repair in
the unlikely event of a breakdown after installation but
will also cover for the vehicle if customers have a dispute
regarding the vehicles manufacturer warranty.
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GUARANTEE
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want to express that in a positive way by giving
a 14-day money back guarantee.
In the event that you are dissatisfied with the
installation of our product in your vehicle, then please
notify us in writing within 14 days from the date
of purchase and we will arrange
to remove the product at no
charge and reinstate the original
factory settings.

In addition to this, all software
upgrades include a lifetime
warranty for as long as you own
the vehicle.

No matter what you drive, how often you drive it,  
or what you use it for Black Code can make your vehicle…

UP TO 35% MORE POWERFUL…
UP TO 15% MORE FUEL EFFICIENT…
AND MORE ENJOYABLE TO DRIVE…
We know that these are strong statements for us to make… 
But, they are true, and totally provable, well documented  
facts, nevertheless.

And we’re so confident that our products and services deliver 
time after time, that we provide every customer with a 100% 
no quibble, cast iron, money back guarantee.

If you don’t immediately see the savings, if you can’t instantly 
feel the extra power or aren’t completely satisfied in any way,  
we will refund your investment in full.

So, if you would like to embrace possibly the most important 
breakthrough the automotive industry has experienced  
in decades then let Black Code inject a new lease of life into  
your vehicle so you can enjoy its full potential.
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Wicked Wheels
wicked_wheels@hotmail.co.uk | 07867 544710
www.black-code.co.uk


